SwingLift FV500
Van Type

The van type FV500 is a fully hydraulic 500kg capacity vehicle mounted crane. Our latest model incorporates hydraulic slew, boom raise, lower and extension for controlled, precise and safe handling. Designed for a wide range of applications including service, engineering and deliveries, its compact design, robust construction and light weight ensure the FV500 can be installed on a wide range of commercial vehicles to provide reliable and flexible load handling capabilities. Its 500kg capacity hoist allows vertical below ground work, making it the ideal solution for local authorities, highways and utilities.

**FEATURES**
- Suitable for most van applications
- Low crane weight, maximising payload
- Compact design, integral oil tank & motor pump unit maximises load space
- Easy to use wander lead remote control
- Fully hydraulic operation - boom raise, lower, extension & slew
- Electric winch for below ground applications
- Built in overload protection
- Lifts 500kg in all boom positions

**OPTIONS**
- Down-rated versions available
- Manual stabiliser legs
- Stabiliser/outrigger pads
- 12 or 24v operation from standard vehicle battery
- Extra rope length up to 40'/12m
- Crane slew stops
- Battery protection
- Lifting accessory kit
- Powder coated paint finish

Please note that nearside and offside fittings require a different crane, pillar and fitting kit. It is not always possible to raise the crane boom to its highest position inside a van.